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Abstract 

Customers find themselves in a flood of information and testimonials are one way of gaining the 

customer’s attention. Previous studies have shown the positive effects of testimonials on purchase 

intentions. In this present study, different types of testimonials (celebrity and expert) are tested, and 

the fit between the product (ring, motorcycle and in/out-trays) congruency of the testimonial with the 

customer’s image is introduced and analysed. Furthermore, not only is source credibility measured, 

but source attractiveness and expertise are also measured and combined in a new model integrating 

these three theories. The model shows direct and indirect effects of credibility and congruency on 

attitudes and purchase intentions. Product fit, in contrast to congruency, has a positive effect on 

attitude towards the ad and in turn influences attitude towards the brand, affecting purchase intention. 

Credible testimonials strongly influence this effectiveness, with trustworthiness being a main driver.  

Key words: match-up-hypothesis, testimonials, credibility 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The flood of information many are experiencing (Hemp, 2009) has led to a battle for attention. Product 

quality has reached an unprecedented level, making it difficult for companies to use quality to 

differentiate themselves from their competitors (Fanderl, 2005). Furthermore, saturated markets have 

rendered many products and companies easily substitutable (Erdogan, 1999; Murrmann, 2008). In 

such a difficult business environment, testimonials are an option for solving this challenge. The use of 

testimonials in advertising is not a new phenomenon, and a considerable amount of research has been 

conducted regarding testimonials. The credibility of the source, for example, is a branch of research 

which has led to the source credibility model (Hovland and Weiss, 1951). This and other models, such 

as the source attractiveness model (McGuire, 1985) and the match-up-hypothesis (Forkan, 1980), have 

gained the attention of researchers. This has led to literature reviews (Erdogan, 1999), meta-analyses 

(Amos et al., 2008; Pornpitakpan, 2004) and the development of contemporary scales to conduct 

further research regarding testimonials (Ohanian, 1990).  

In this study, we would like to contribute to this dynamic in research on the source credibility model, 

source attractiveness model and match-up-hypothesis by integrating these theories into one model, 

thus building an integrative model of testimonial advertisements. First, we begin with the state-of-the-

art literature. 

 

2. STATE-OF-THE-ART LITERATURE 

Celebrity endorsements and testimonials are used to increase attention, polish the brand and product’s 

image, introduce or reposition the brand, or underpin global campaigns (Erdogan, 1999). Because 

celebrities are human and the company cannot control their behaviour, this bears a risk if scandals or 

negative behaviour of the celebrity come to the customer’s attention. This can have negative 

consequences for the brand. Therefore, companies and researchers try to understand how celebrity 

testimonials are best used in such as strategy. In the following, aspects and models shedding light on 

such an understanding are introduced, starting with stereotypes. Perception leads to stereotype 

categorisation, in turn spilling over onto the perception of attributes of products, brands and people. 

Human beings tend to think in stereotypes as a way of categorising people they meet. This is a 

cognitive process that runs automatically and unconsciously (Gonçalves et al., 2014). Fiske et al. 
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(2002) show that the dimensions of warmth and competence are used to categorise people and 

countries and conclude their results with a stereotype content model with four categories: paternalistic 

prejudice, contemptuous prejudice, envious prejudice and admiration. Even though this process runs 

automatically, it is a complex process which has consequences on how a source is perceived.  

Source credibility plays a role in this process, and in celebrity testimonial research. Where celebrities 

are used to enhance source credibility, a model called the source credibility model, dating back to 

Hovland and Weiss (1951), is used to analyse celebrity testimonial advertising and celebrity 

endorsement. Credibility has a positive, but complex (Sternthal et al., 1978), effect on the 

persuasiveness of a message (Harmon and Kenneth, 1982).  

Not only is credibility an aspect that impacts the effectiveness of a message, and thus is important in 

testimonial advertising, but attractiveness too plays an important role as attractiveness plays a role in 

the categorisation of stereotypes. The source attractiveness model links similarity, familiarity and 

likeability of an endorser to the effectiveness of a message. This theory explains the effects of a 

source’s attractiveness (McGuire, 1985).  

Furthermore, the match between the source and receiver of a message plays a role in the 

persuasiveness of the message (Brownlow, 1992; Till and Busler, 1998, 2000), leading to a further 

model, the match-up-hypothesis. The match-up hypothesis states that a degree of congruency between 

the source and the receiver of a message positively affects the effectiveness of communication 

(Forkan, 1980; Kamins, 1990; Till and Busler, 1998). A fit between an image of the celebrity 

appearing in the endorsement should match with a product or brand to ensure effective communication 

and credibility (Kamins and Gupta, 1994; Misra and Beatty, 1990). A match between the celebrity and 

the customer’s ideal self is desirable too, as this has positive effects on the endorsement’s 

effectiveness (Choi and Rifon, 2012). Products also play an important role. Friedman and Friedman 

(1979) state that the product type and endorser type should match. For example, glamorous goods, 

such as jewels, should be endorsed by celebrities, whereas cleansing pumps should be endorsed by 

somebody perceived as an expert. According to Choi and Rifon (2012), testimonial customer and 

testimonial product congruence play an important role, whereas, according to the authors, the former 

has not yet been well researched.  

Therefore, we identify a research gap where credibility, product fit and congruency should be 

integrated into a holistic model.  

The empirical research in this field is divided. There is evidence that supports the match-up-hypothesis 

(Kamins, 1990; Till and Busler, 2000), but also contrary results stating that a slight or complete 

mismatch can be just as, or even more, effective as a match regarding positive effects on attitudes, 

purchase intention or positive word of mouth communication (Törn, 2012). Dahlén et al. (2005, 2008) 

previously found positive effects of incongruence supporting the more recent research of Törn (2012).  

Therefore, we would like to further contribute to the existing research by conducting further research 

on the match-up-hypothesis, which is included in the integrative model used in this study.  

Another effect justifying the use of celebrities in advertising is called the halo effect. The halo effect 

suggests that people ranking highly on a specific perceived trait generate a halo that positively or 

negatively influences judgement about another perceived trait of that person or product (Asch, 1946). 

Erdogan (1999) uses an example where attractive people are perceived to be smarter. In this example, 

a beauty trait spills over and affects perceptions of cognitive traits, hence beauty has a halo effect on 

intelligence. High attractiveness is linked to good product functionality (Nisbett and Wilson, 1977).  

The source credibility model and the source attractiveness model are not without critics in this field of 

research (Bower and Landreth, 2001; Erdogan, 1999) and according to McCracken (1989), neither 

model can explain in detail a match between a testimonial and a specific product. In his three-stage 

model, the first stage consists of aspects, such as culture and image, that are formed in a social context 

and transferred to the celebrity. In a second stage, a meaning is transferred from the celebrity to the 

product before being transferred from the product to the consumer in the third and final stage. 
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Till and Busler (1998) call for a more direct comparison between attractiveness and expertise, as well 

as further research regarding empirical evidence on the match-up hypothesis, as the authors did not 

find strong evidence for attractiveness being a useful match-up dimension. Till and Busler (1998) 

point out that expertise may be more important than attractiveness when matching celebrities to 

products. The researchers further emphasise the importance of a careful selection of endorsers (Till 

and Busler, 1998, p. 582), a view shared by other researchers (Ohanian, 1990). Furthermore, Till and 

Busler (1998) assume that expertise may be more appropriate than attractiveness. With the research 

design in this present study, we follow the authors call and close this research gap by integrating these 

theories in our conceptual model (see Figure 1). 

 

3. HYPOTHESIS 

In the following, hypotheses are derived, and a conceptual model is proposed for testing the theories 

mentioned in the state-of-the-art literature. 

 

 

Figure 1. Conceptual Model 

 

3.1. Attractiveness 

Physical appearance is important and seldom goes unnoticed. In education, effects on grades can be 

explained by appearance, as better looking students often get better grades (Bull and Stevens, 1979; 

Clifford and Walster, 1973). Not only does attractiveness have an effect on perception and plays a role 

in stereotype categorisation (see chapter 2), facial appearance also has an influence on attitudes 

(Brownlow, 1992) and an attractive communicator’s messages are shown to be more persuasive 

(Chaiken, 1979). We therefore derive our hypothesis number 1 stating that attractiveness positively 

effects credibility.  

3.2. Trustworthiness 

Not only does the character of a communicator play an important role (Ohanian, 1990) regarding the 

persuasiveness of a message, but findings of McGinnies and Ward (1980) suggest that an expert 

source that is viewed as trustworthy can induce opinion change. Furthermore, multiple authors include 

trustworthiness in their source credibility scale (Applbaum and Anatol, 1973; Bowers and Phillips, 

1967; Whitehead, 1968). We would, therefore, like to include trustworthiness and hypothesise in 

hypothesis 2 that trustworthiness positively affects the credibility of a testimonial. 
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3.3. Expertise 

Not only are attractiveness and trustworthiness important constructs regarding source credibility, but 

expertise, or a source’s perceived expertise, has a positive effect on attitudes and source credibility 

(Biswas et al., 2006). Furthermore, this effect is included in the match-up hypothesis (Kahle and 

Homer, 1985; Kamins, 1990; Till and Busler, 1998, 2000) and identified as important in the meta-

analysis of Amos et al. (2008), the literature review of Erdogan (1999) and highly relevant in the scale 

development of Ohanian (1990). We therefore derive our hypothesis number 3 stating that expertise 

positively affects credibility. 

3.4. Attitude towards the ad 

We draw from the implications of the source credibility model (Hovland and Weiss, 1951), which 

states that source credibility has a positive effect on the effectiveness of the message, and from the 

observation that credibility has a positive effect on attitudes and the behaviour of individuals 

(Sternthal et al., 1978). We also draw from research by Goldsmith et al. (2000), who find an influence 

of credible testimonials on attitudes towards advertising. Therefore, we hypothesise that credibility 

positively affects the attitude towards the ad, leading to hypothesis number 4.  

3.5. Attitude towards the brand 

Following the same line of argumentation, we would like to add a further, 5th hypothesis, stating that 

credibility positively affects the attitude towards the brand, as Wang et al. (2017) finds evidence that 

the attitude changing effects of credible sources can influence brand perceptions as well.  

3.6. Expertise and purchase intention 

Current research finds evidence for a link between credibility and purchase intentions (Tripp et al., 

1994; Wang et al., 2017). Furthermore, drawing from the source credibility model (Hovland and 

Weiss, 1951) and the overview of studies (Amos et al., 2008; Erdogan, 1999; Pornpitakpan, 2004) 

backing the following hypothesis, we derive our 6th hypothesis stating that credibility positively affects 

purchase intentions.  

3.7. Product fit and attitude towards the ad 

Choi and Rifon (2012) find a strong (path coefficient = .489) and positive effect of product 

congruence and the attitude towards the ad. Other researchers also find support for the product match-

up-hypothesis (Kamins, 1990; Kamins and Gupta, 1994; Till and Busler, 1998). We therefore derive 

our 7th hypothesis stating that product fit positively affects the attitude towards the ad. 

3.8. Congruence and attitude towards the ad 

Social attractiveness model theory suggests that the effectiveness of a message is influenced by 

perceived similarity with the endorser (McGuire, 1985). Feldman (1984) also finds evidence 

supporting a positive effect of similarity on attitudes. Recent research, however, points towards 

incongruence being more effective (Dahlén et al., 2005, 2008; Törn, 2012). Following this line of 

argumentation, we hypothesise that customer congruence negatively affects attitudes towards the ad, 

leading to hypothesis number 8.  

3.9. Attitude towards the ad and attitude towards the brand  

In the path model of Goldsmith et al. (2000), significant and positive effects of attitudes towards the 

ad, on attitudes towards the brand and in turn on purchase intentions, can be identified. The authors 

ground this functional chain on the dual mediation hypothesis (MacKenzie et al., 1986). Because this 

study finds empirical evidence, we would like to contribute by verifying their results. We therefore 

follow up on this research and hypothesise that attitudes towards the ad positively affect attitudes 

towards the brand, leading to our 9th hypothesis. 

3.10. Congruence and purchase intention 

However, there is some discussion as to whether a perfect match is most effective. Evidence for a 

match is provided (Kamins, 1990; Kamins and Gupta, 1994) and further researchers find support for 
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the matchup hypothesis (Kamins, 1990; Lynch and Schuler, 1994; Till and Busler, 1998). Some 

authors, on the other hand, find positive effects on purchase intentions and attitudes if there is a 

moderate mismatch (Lee and Thorson, 2008), a complete mismatch (Törn, 2012) or incongruence 

(Dahlén et al., 2005, 2008). We choose to follow the latest research results, as in Törn (2012) and Choi 

and Rifon (2012), by hypothesising that customer congruence negatively affects purchase intention in 

our 10th hypothesis. 

3.11. Attitude towards the brand and purchase intention 

Previous and current research suggests that attitudes towards a brand have a positive effect on 

purchase intentions (Goldsmith et al., 2000; Hartmann and Apaolaza-Ibanez, 2012; Lutz et al., 1983; 

Shah et al., 2012; Spears and Singh, 2004; Teng et al., 2007; Wu and Lo, 2009). Research regarding 

luxury goods support these results (Bian and Forsythe, 2012) and are backed by other researchers 

(Choi and Rifon, 2012). We therefore derive hypothesis number 11 stating that attitude towards the 

brand positively influences purchase intentions. 

We would like to collectively add a remark regarding all hypotheses linking attitudes to behaviour. 

Extending empirical evidence, which, for example, can be found in Choi and Rifon (2012), we are 

basing these hypotheses additionally on the theory of planned behaviour (Ajzen, 1985, 1991), 

hereafter called TPB, and the theory of reasoned action (Fishbein, 1979; Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975), 

hereafter called TRA. Thus, we are further adding to the line of argumentation of each of these 

hypotheses, as we consider this theory widely used and accepted and therefore theoretically support 

these hypotheses linking attitudes to behaviour. 

 

4. OPERATIONALIZATION, METHOD & RESULTS  

In the following operationalization, method used and the results are reported, beginning with the 

operationalization of constructs. 

4.1. Operationalization  

Attractiveness is measured using the five differential scales used in Ohanian (1990) and similarity by 

using those of Choi and Rifon (2012) as a semantic differential. Trustworthiness is based on Ohanian 

(1990) and operationalized as a five-dimensional construct by measuring five attributes again on a 

semantic differential scale.  

Bipolar scales are used to measure expertise, and we draw from the work of Ohanian (1990) to 

measure this construct with a five-item scale. 

The credibility construct is composed of expertise, attractiveness and trustworthiness, according to 

Ohanian (1990), and therefore leads to a thirteen-item scale.  

Product fit as a construct was measured using four dimensions, all with semantic differentials as used 

in Choi and Rifon (2012). 

In this study, we measure congruence as operationalized in Choi and Rifon (2012) using a fifteen-item 

bipolar scale item battery, and from the same authors, the customer’s attitude towards the 

advertisement and brand were measured with five and four items, respectively. 

Congruency was calculated using the ideal congruity score as used in Choi and Rifon (2012) by 

subtracting the testimonial image minus the self-image of participants (see Figure 2). Cij represents the 

testimonial image (i) of the individual (j) and Iij represents the ideal self (i) of an individual (j). 

 

Figure 2. Ideal Congruency Score (ICS) 
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Purchase intention was measured using a single-item scale, as used in Choi and Rifon's (2012) study. 

4.2. Method 

The study is a between-subject online experiment, implemented with Unipark (online survey software) 

and SPSS is used to analyse the data. Testimonials and advertisements are used as stimuli, as there is 

no need to control for voice, mimicry or gestures (Gierl and Praxmarer, 2001), in contrast to a video 

stimuli. We chose the fictive brand name, “Aerius,” to avoid confounding effects with existing brands 

(Choi and Rifon, 2012; Till and Busler, 1998).  

Furthermore, pictures of celebrities and products were converted to black and white. They are of a 

similar size and no product descriptions are present in order to avoid any confounding effects (Choi 

and Rifon, 2012; Friedman and Friedman, 1979). In this paper, we analyse the conceptual model. 

This study is split into a pre- and main study. The pre-study has the purpose of identifying products 

and suitable testimonials which are then used as stimulus material in the main study in an online 

survey.  

4.3. Pre-study 

The pre-study was conducted with 10 master’s students. Products were analysed using the risk 

categories of Friedman and Friedman (1979). Products were identified and chosen by analysing risk 

classes and perceived risk levels. Jewellery had a high perceived psychological risk (m=5.6) and a 

high social risk (m=6.0). Motorbikes had a high perceived financial risk (m=6.3), a high perceived 

physical risk (m=5.5), a high perceived functional risk (m=5.8) and a low perceived risk for in/out 

trays (m<=1.5). 

The pre-study of testimonial types is based on the studies of Friedman and Friedman (1979) as well as 

Choi and Rifon (2012). The source credibility model (attractiveness, trustworthiness and expertise) 

was used for testimonial analysis, and Ohanian's (1990) scale was used in a questionnaire to measure 

and then analyse the testimonials.  

In addition, celebrities were identified via social media and an image of these celebrities were obtained 

via Google’s image search with restrictions such as no text present in the image, the celebrity is 

looking directly at the camera (direct eye contact), only one person visible, and no other creatures are 

visible. Twenty testimonial types were tested, and the picture was depicted in grayscale instead of 

colour. Roger Federer achieved the highest ratings, and for the expert person seven are most credible 

and thus used in the testimonial (see Table 1 and Appendix for an overview of images used).  

 

 Ring Motorbike In-/Out-Tray 

Celebrity 

   

Expert 

   

Table 1. Testimonial and Product Type 
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A pre-test was conducted to check for lack of clarity, and apart from adding an input constraint to the 

age range (between 0 and 99 years) of the online survey nothing was changed.  

4.4. Manipulation Check 

The online survey contains a manipulation check question asking participants to answer a question 

regarding the role of the person or the type of testimonial shown. Participants answering this question 

wrong were excluded from the analysis as we need to assume that they did not have the attention 

needed to take part in the experiment.  

4.5. Sample Description 

The online questionnaire was sent to students at the University of Applied Sciences on the 26th of 

April 2017, and 484 completed questionnaires were collected. After the elimination of outliers 

excluded 20 participants, an n of 364 can be reported.  

Using 2-and t-tests to check for sociodemographic differences between groups, no significant 

differences between groups are found. Neither age (F(11)=.844, p>.05) nor gender (2(11)=18.829, 

p>.05)  nor place of residence (2(33)=41.169, p>.05) nor relationship status (2(11)=8.423, p>.05) 

show significant differences between groups.  

4.6. Reliability 

Cronbach’s Alpha is used to check if factors are reliable and in this study all factors have Cronbach 

Alpha values within a range of .790 to .959 (see Table 2) therefore there is no need to exclude items 

from factors, and we continue analysis of these items.  

Prior to hypothesis testing, we conduct basic tests to see if further analysis is viable. With one 

exception Kaiser-Meyer-Ohlin (KMO) values are in a range of .789 to .912 (see Table 3). The 

exception is purchase intentions, with a value of .500. Because the scale regarding purchase intentions 

is exactly the same as the one used in Choi and Rifon (2012) and no other factors need to be 

eliminated due to lack of explained variance we decide not to exclude purchase intentions. In addition 

to KMO we use Barlett’s test of sphericity and all constructs show a p-value smaller than .01 and thus 

further analysis can be conducted. 

 

Construct Cronbach’s Alpha 
Number of  

Items 

Cronbach's Alpha  

in Choi and Rifon (2012) 

Attitude towards the brand .926 4 .920 

Attitude towards the ad .924 5 .930 

Attractiveness .859 5 .870 

Credibility .895 15 n.a. 

Expertise .947 5 .870 

Image Participant .790 15 n.a. 

Image Testimonial .837 15 n.a. 

Product fit .946 4 .940 

Purchase Intention .968 2 .710 

Table 2. Cronbach's Alpha Values 
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Constructs KMO Barlett's test 
Total Variance  

Explained (in %) 

Credibility .892 .000 43.29 

Trustworthiness .884 .000 75.29 

Expertise .881 .000 83.25 

Image Testimonial .870 .000 35.08 

Attitude towards the ad .860 .000 76.77 

Product-Fit .834 .000 86.19 

Attitude towards the brand .833 .000 81.87 

Image Participant .816 .000 27.51 

Attractiveness .789 .000 65.50 

Table 3. KMO, Barlett’s test and Total Variance Explained 

 

4.7. Hypothesis testing 

Test results of the conceptual model containing our hypotheses are reported in the following. 

Regression analysis (F(3,360)=4973.939, p<.05) is conducted and attractiveness (=.376, t=39.846, 

p<.05), trustworthiness (=.625, t=62.333, p<.05) and expertise (=.256, t=29.461, p<.05) show 

positive and significant effects on credibility whilst simultaneously explaining 97.6% of total variance. 

We therefore accept hypotheses number 1, 2 and 3. For an overview of all regression coefficients see 

Figure 3.  

A regression of credibility on the attitude towards the ad (F(1,362)=27.483, p<.05) show significant 

effects (=.266, t=5.242, p<.05) and explains 6.8% of the total variance. Therefore, we accept 

hypothesis number 4. 

The credibility of testimonials regressed on the attitude towards the brand (F(1,362)=22.805, p<.05) is 

significant (=.243, t=4.775, p<.05) with an R-squared value of .057. As this regression is significant, 

we accept hypothesis number 5. 

Regression analysis of credibility on purchase intention (F(1,362)=25.185, p<.05) turns out to be 

significant (=.255, t=5.018, p<.05) and explains 6.2% of total variance. Therefore, we accept 

hypothesis number 6.  

Regression of product on attitude towards the ad (F(1,362)=349.499, p<.05) shows significant effects 

(=.701, t=18.695, p<.05) and explains 49% of total variance. This shows support for hypothesis 

number 7, which is thus reported as accepted.  

Analysis by means of regression (F(1,362)=13.772, p<.05) of customer congruency on attitude 

towards the ad shows significant effects (=-.191, t=-3.711, p<.05) and explains 3.4% of total 

variance. Therefore, we accept hypothesis number 8. 

Regression analysis of attitudes towards the ad on attitudes towards the brand (F(1,362)=648.808, 

p<.05) shows significant effects (=.801, t=25.472, p<.05) whilst explaining 64.1% of total variance. 

This supports hypothesis number 9, leading it to be accepted. 

Regression of customer congruency on purchase intention (F(1,362)=22.421, p<.05) shows significant 

effects (=-.242, t=-4.735, p<.05), explains 5.6% of total variance and thus supports hypothesis 

number 10, which is accepted.  
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Attitudes towards the brand regressed on purchase intention (F(1,362)=483.888, p<.05) shows 

significant effects (=.756, t=21.997, p<.05) explaining 57.1% of total variance. Therefore, hypothesis 

number 11 is accepted. 

 

 

Figure 3. Observed effects 

 

Number Hypothesis Result 

1 Attractiveness positively affects credibility. Accept 

2 Trustworthiness positively affects credibility. Accept 

3 Expertise positively affects credibility. Accept 

4 Credibility positively affects attitude towards the ad. Accept 

5 Credibility positively affects attitude towards the brand. Accept 

6 Credibility positively affects purchase intention. Accept 

7 Product fit positively affects attitude towards the ad. Accept 

8 Congruency negatively affects attitude towards the ad. Accept 

9 Attitude towards the ad positively affects attitude towards the brand. Accept 

10 Congruency negatively affects purchase intention. Accept 

11 Attitude towards the brand positively affects purchase intention. Accept 

Table 4. Hypothesis Overview and Results 

 

5. DISCUSSION 

Regarding the results of regression analysis, we conclude that attitude towards the ad (=.801), 

product fit (=.701) and attitude towards the brand (=.756) have high coefficients and thus strongly 

influence other constructs. Starting with credibility, trustworthiness (=.625) shows the strongest 

effect on credibility, followed by attractiveness (=.376) and expertise (=.256). Trustworthiness can 

therefore be identified as most important if credibility is to be positively influenced, as well as the 

attitude towards the brand, which in turn affects purchase intention (=.756). This is in line with 
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established research (Hovland and Weiss, 1951; McGinnies and Ward, 1980) and also seems to hold 

true in the modern world’s sea of information. Most recent studies in this field report trustworthiness 

to be most influential on credibility (Amos et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2017).  

Attractiveness positively influences attitudes towards the brand (=.266), rendering this construct a 

relevant one regarding the choice of a celebrity endorser. This result is in line with older research 

(Baker and Churchill, 1977; Kahle and Homer, 1985).  

Expertise has positive effects on purchase intentions (=.255) and therefore perceived expertise of an 

endorser can be reported as relevant and effective regarding testimonials depicting experts as 

endorsers.  

Attitude towards the ad a positive effect on attitudes towards the brand (=.801), which in turn affects 

purchase intentions. This result is no surprise and is in line with theory (e.g. TRA and TRB) and 

empirical evidence (Goldsmith et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2017).  

Apart from one exception, all reported constructs have positive beta values. This exception is 

congruency, which has a negative effect on attitudes towards the brand and a negative effect on 

purchase intentions (=-.242) as well as negatively influencing attitudes towards the ad (=-.191). 

This exception is in line with more recent research on celebrity endorsement and the match-up-

hypothesis (Dahlén et al., 2005, 2008; Törn, 2012) but not in line with (Forkan, 1980; Kamins, 1990). 

We argue that technology has led to a vast amount of information that is more available than ever, 

leading to an increase in information flooding and a battle for attention. Information overload as a 

concept has gained a lot of attention among researchers from different fields (Eppler, Martin J.; 

Mengis, 2004) and has led to researchers conducting studies examining different cultures, as this 

seems to be a widespread issue (Klausegger et al., 2007). Following this line of argumentation, a 

possible reasoning is that incongruence is able to gain people’s attention in this vast amount of 

information whereas congruence may no longer have this capability. Hence, an incongruent choice 

within an endorsement strategy may lead to better results than a congruent one. Even though this study 

supports incongruence as a better option than a perfect match, there are still questions that arise 

regarding this effect, such as if this relationship is of a linear nature and if incongruence is generally 

better than congruence.  

 

6. LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 

As this study contains student sample data, we report this as a possible limitation as results may vary 

depending on the target group to which the findings of this research are to be applied. Simultaneously, 

there is an opportunity for further research building on these results and replicating this study with a 

representative panel or conducting cross-cultural studies. Pornpitakpan (2004) strongly suggests taking 

a closer look at culture as a variable, as culture seems to play a great role regarding source credibility.  

Furthermore, we would like to note that the purchase intention scale, even though it was exactly 

operationalized as in (Choi and Rifon, 2012), showed a low KMO value worthy of being mentioned as 

a limitation. A closer look at this aspect may be further research for methodological or scales 

development contributions. 

We see a limitation in age, as elder participants may not give the same amount of attention regarding 

congruency (Choi and Rifon, 2012) and this could lead to different results. Although theory and 

evidence suggest strong support that intentions lead to behaviour, we mention the use of an online 

questionnaire and scales to measure purchase intentions instead of actual intentions as limitations and 

point researchers interested in following up on our results towards conducting field studies to replicate 

and verify the model and the results. 

Further research may be conducted regarding the celebrity and expert testimonials used in this study as 

stimulus material. An interesting path of further research may lie in cross-cultural validation and 

verifying if the effects of these testimonials and product types differ over culture and age and the 

model is valid across cultures and age groups. Furthermore, a large range of products are available, 
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and if this model holds true for products other than those used in this study then this is a further aisle 

of research. As this study contributes to research regarding testimonials, we would like to direct 

attention to word of mouth, which can also be important regarding purchase intentions. Therefore, 

further research may want to add more variables to this integrated model, such as word of mouth, in 

addition to purchase intentions.  

 

7. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

The results of this study confirm models such as the source credibility model and source attractiveness 

and partly (regarding product fit) support the match-up-hypothesis.  

Credibility turns out to be important, and attractiveness, expertise, and especially trustworthiness are 

important in a testimonial strategy. Trustworthiness should therefore be carefully analysed to obtain 

credible testimonials to induce positive effects on attitudes towards the ad, attitudes toward the brand 

and purchase intentions.  

Product fit showed to be very important too, and endorsers should be carefully selected to fit the 

product that is to be advertised to create a successful testimonial strategy.  

Contrary to the product fit finding, congruence had a negative effect on attitudes towards the ad and on 

purchase intentions. Therefore, we support recent research in this field (Dahlén et al., 2005, 2008; 

Törn, 2012) stating that a perfect match may not be the most suitable option when matching a celebrity 

with a product or brand for celebrity endorsement testimonials.  

Attitudes towards the ad show a positive effect on attitudes towards the brand and on purchase 

intention. These results, as well as the conceptual model, show that these effects are of an indirect 

nature. The same goes for the effects of the credibility construct’s attractiveness and trustworthiness. 

Expertise, on the other hand, has a direct effect on purchase intention. Because of this, and the fact that 

product fit and congruence play an important role, we suggest that testimonial strategies incorporating 

celebrity or expert endorsements be aware of indirect effects and campaign testing, for example by 

A/B testing or campaign testing with a small sample of the target group to be addressed, as different 

product, celebrity types or socioeconomic parameters, such as age, may lead to different results.  

Furthermore, companies and marketing practitioners are well advised to keep a close eye on constructs 

like trustworthiness and credibility, as well as product fit, as these independent variables can be 

influenced to have positive effects on relevant dependent variables, such as purchase intention. 
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A. APPENDIX 

 

Figure 4. Portraits of tested celebrities in the pre test 

 

 

Figure 5. Portraits of experts tested in the pre test 
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